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ASSEMBLY MAPS FOR TOPOLOGICAL CYCLIC HOMOLOGY
OF GROUP ALGEBRAS
WOLFGANG LÜCK, HOLGER REICH, JOHN ROGNES, AND MARCO VARISCO

Abstract. We use assembly maps to study TC(A[G]; p), the topological
cyclic homology at a prime p of the group algebra of a discrete group G with
coefficients in a connective ring spectrum A. For any finite group, we prove
that the assembly map for the family of cyclic subgroups is an isomorphism on
homotopy groups. For infinite groups, we establish pro-isomorphism, (split)
injectivity, and rational injectivity results, as well as counterexamples to injectivity and surjectivity. In particular, for hyperbolic groups and for virtually
finitely generated abelian groups, we show that the assembly map for the family of virtually cyclic subgroups is injective but in general not surjective.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to study topological cyclic homology of group algebras using assembly maps. Since it was invented by Bökstedt, Hsiang, and Madsen
in [BHM93], TC has been extensively studied, and deep structural and computational results have been established for example in [Hes96, HM97, McC97, Dun97,
AR02, HM03, GH06, BM12, AGHL14, BGT14, BM15], among many other works;
we recommend the book [DGM13] for an overview. New interactions with arithmetic and algebraic geometry, inspired by [BMS16], have recently amplified the
interest in TC and related theories.
Explicit computations usually rely on the connection to the de Rham-Witt
complex, and there are only few theorems about non-commutative rings, e.g.,
[Hes97,AR12,Ang15]. Our results here show that assembly maps provide a powerful
tool to study TC of group algebras.
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Consider a ring or more generally a connective ring spectrum A, and let p be
a prime. Consider also a discrete group G and a family F of subgroups of G. As
explained in Subsection 2C, the assembly map for topological cyclic homology is a
map of spectra
EG(F)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p) ,

(1.1)

OrG

whose source may be interpreted as the homotopy colimit of TC(A[H]; p) as H
ranges over the subgroups that belong to the family F. We always and tacitly
assume that the symmetric ring spectrum A is connective+ , in the sense of Definition 2.2. This is a mild technical condition, which is satisfied by the sphere
spectrum S and by the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra of discrete rings. We point out
that all the results mentioned below hold not only for TC but also for TR; see
Addendum 1.13.
Our first result states that for any finite group G the assembly map (1.1) for the
family of cyclic subgroups induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups. We should
think of this result as an integral induction theorem for topological cyclic homology,
in the spirit of Artin and Brauer induction in the representation theory of finite
groups.
Theorem 1.2 (isomorphism). If the group G is finite, then the assembly map for
the family of cyclic subgroups
EG(Cyc)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p)
OrG

is a π∗ -isomorphism.
Theorem 1.2 allows us to attack explicit computations for non-cyclic finite groups;
more precisely, to reduce such computations to the cyclic subgroups. We make this
explicit in the smallest example: that of the symmetric group Σ3 .
Proposition 1.3. For any prime p there is a π∗ -isomorphism
'
g
TC(A[C2 ]; p) ∨ TC(A[C
3 ]; p)hC2 −→ TC(A[Σ3 ]; p) ,

g
where C2 acts on C3 by sending the generator to its inverse, and TC(A[G];
p) is the
homotopy cofiber of the map TC(A; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p) induced by the inclusion.
For infinite groups we obtain an analog of Theorem 1.2 for the pro-spectrum
whose homotopy limit defines TC.
Theorem 1.4 (pro-isomorphism). For any group G, the assembly maps for the
family of cyclic subgroups induce a strict map of pro-spectra
n
o
n
o
EG(Cyc)+ ∧ TCn (A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TCn (A[G]; p)
OrG

which in each level of the pro-system is a π∗ -isomorphism. In particular, there is a
π∗ -isomorphism


holim EG(Cyc)+ ∧ TCn (A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p) .
n∈N

OrG

In order to deduce results about the assembly map (1.1) from Theorem 1.4, one
encounters the problem that the processes of forming homotopy limits and assembly
maps do not commute in general. For certain classes of groups, we show how this
leads to results about injectivity but failure of surjectivity.
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Theorem 1.5 (injectivity). Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
(i) F = Fin is the family of finite subgroups, and there is a universal space
EG(Fin) of finite type;
(ii) F = VCyc is the family of virtually cyclic subgroups, and G is hyperbolic or
virtually finitely generated abelian.
Then the assembly map
EG(F)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p)
OrG

is π∗ -injective. Moreover, in case (i) the assembly map is split injective.
Here we say that a map of spectra f : X −→ Y is split injective if there is a map
g : Y −→ Z to some other spectrum Z such that g ◦ f is a π∗ -isomorphism. We
emphasize that the existence of a universal space EG(Fin) of finite type is a mild
condition. For example, all the following groups have even finite (i.e., finite type
and finite dimensional) models for EG(Fin): hyperbolic groups; CAT(0) groups;
cocompact lattices in virtually connected Lie groups; arithmetic groups in semisimple connected linear Q-algebraic groups; mapping class groups; outer automorphism
groups of free groups. For more information we refer to [Lüc05, Section 4] and also
to [Mis10] in the case of mapping class groups.
In fact, Theorem 1.5 is a special case of a more general result, Technical Theorem 1.8 below. But first we want to highlight the following negative result about
surjectivity.
Theorem 1.6 (failure of surjectivity). The assembly map for the family of virtually
cyclic subgroups
EG(VCyc)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p)
OrG

is not always π∗ -surjective. For example, it is not surjective on π−1 if A = Z(p) and
G is either finitely generated free abelian or torsion-free hyperbolic, but not cyclic.
This result is in strong contrast to the situation in algebraic K-theory and Ltheory, where the Farrell-Jones Conjecture [FJ93] predicts that the assembly map
for the family of virtually cyclic subgroups is a π∗ -isomorphism for any group and
coefficients in any discrete ring or the sphere spectrum. While still open in general,
the Farrell-Jones Conjecture has been verified for an astonishingly large class of
groups, including in particular the groups in Theorem 1.6; see [LR05, Lüc10, RV17]
for more information. We do not believe that by enlarging the family one could
obtain a version of such a conjecture that has a chance to be true for TC .
It is also interesting to notice that, at the time of writing, the analog of Theorem 1.5(i) in algebraic K-theory is not known. In particular, it is not known whether
the K-theory assembly map for the family of finite subgroups is split injective in
the case of outer automorphism groups of free groups—all we know is that, in the
case when A = Z or S, it is eventually rationally injective [LRRV17, Theorem 1.15,
page 936].
Next, we introduce some terminology needed to formulate our more technical
results below.
Definition 1.7 (p-radicable). A family F of subgroups of G is called p-radicable
provided that, for every g ∈ G, we have hgi ∈ F if and only if hg p i ∈ F.
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Since, by definition, any family F is closed under passage to subgroups, hgi ∈ F
always implies that hg p i ∈ F, but the converse is not necessarily true. Notice, for
example, that the trivial family 1 is p-radicable if and only if there are no elements
of order p in G.
Technical Theorem 1.8.
(i) Assume that F is p-radicable and has a universal space EG(F) of finite type.
Then the assembly map (1.1) is split injective.
(ii) Assume that F can be written as a directed union
[
F=
Fj
j∈J

of subfamilies Fj , each of which is p-radicable and has a universal space
EG(Fj ) of finite type. Then the assembly map (1.1) is π∗ -injective.
Since the family of finite subgroups is p-radicable, Theorem 1.5(i) is just a special case of Technical Theorem 1.8(i). In Section 5 we show that the groups in
Theorem 1.5(ii) satisfy the assumption of Technical Theorem 1.8(ii) for F = VCyc.
Finally, we establish the following rational result. Here we say that an abelian
group M is almost finitely generated if its torsion subgroup tors M is annihilated
by some r ∈ Z − {0}, and the quotient M/ tors M is finitely generated. We say that
a map of spectra f : X −→ Y is πnQ -injective if πn (f ) ⊗Z Q is injective.
Theorem 1.9 (rational injectivity). Let N ≥ 0 be an integer. Assume that:
(a) F is p-radicable;
(b) F contains only finite subgroups;
(c) F contains only finitely many conjugacy classes of subgroups;
(d) for every H ∈ F and for every 1 ≤ s ≤ N + 2, the integral group homology
Hs (BZG H; Z) of the centralizer of H in G is an almost finitely generated
abelian group.
Then the assembly map (1.1) is πnQ -injective for all −∞ < n ≤ N .
Remark 1.10 (failure of injectivity without finiteness assumptions). Without assumption (d) Theorem 1.9 would be false. As a counterexample, consider the additive group of the rational numbers G = Q and the trivial family F = 1. Obviously,
assumptions (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied, but (d) is not. The map (1.1) becomes
BQ+ ∧ TC(A; p) −→ TC(A[Q]; p) ,
and in [LRRV17, Remark 3.7, pages 946–947] we show that this is not πnQ -injective
when A is the sphere spectrum S.
Remark 1.11 (Thompson’s group T ). Let F = Fin. Then all the assumptions
of Theorem 1.9 are satisfied if there is a universal space EG(Fin) of finite type,
but not vice versa; see e.g. [LRRV17, Proposition 2.1, page 939]. In [GV15] it
is proved that Thompson’s group T of orientation preserving, piecewise linear,
dyadic homeomorphisms of the circle satisfies (d) for all N , but not (c). It is
an interesting open question whether the assembly map (1.1) is πnQ -injective for
Thompson’s group T . Notice that the main result of [LRRV17, Theorem 1.13,
page 935] gives an affirmative answer to the analogous question for the assembly
map in connective algebraic K-theory when A = Z or S, provided that a weak
version of the Leopoldt-Schneider Conjecture in algebraic number theory holds for
all cyclotomic fields.
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Remark 1.12 (Bökstedt-Hsiang-Madsen’s functor C). The analog of Theorem 1.9
for the assembly map
EG(F)+ ∧ C(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ C(A[G]; p)
OrG

for Bökstedt-Hsiang-Madsen’s functor C, a variant of TC , is proved in [LRRV17,
Theorem 1.19(ii), pages 937–938, Theorem 9.5, page 978]. For C we only need to
assume conditions (b) and (d), and neither (a) nor (c) are required. Moreover,
assumption (d) may be weakened by replacing N + 2 with N + 1.
Addendum 1.13 (TR). All results mentioned in this introduction (Theorems
1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 1.9, and Proposition 1.3) hold also for TR(−; p) instead
of TC(−; p). For TR(−; p), in Theorem 1.6 replace π−1 with π0 (see Theorem 6.1),
and in Theorem 1.9 assumption (d) can be weakened by replacing N + 2 with N + 1.
Acknowledgments. We thank the referee for a detailed and thoughtful report.
We also thank the Hausdorff Research Institute for Mathematics in Bonn, where
parts of this work were completed during the 2015 Trimester Program on “Homotopy theory, manifolds, and field theories.” We have been financially supported by
the first author’s Leibniz Award, granted by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft,
and by his European Research Council Advanced Grant “KL2MG-interactions”
(#662400); by the Collaborative Research Center 647 in Berlin; and by a grant
from the Simons Foundation (#419561, Marco Varisco).
2. Preliminaries
In this section we fix our notation and terminology, and we recall the definition
of assembly maps.
2A. Spaces and spectra. We work in the category Top of compactly generated
and weak Hausdorff spaces, which from now on we simply call spaces. We let T be
the category of pointed spaces, and we write W for the full subcategory of pointed
spaces homeomorphic to countable CW complexes. Given a group G, we denote
by TopG the category of left G-spaces and G-equivariant maps; the discrete and
the base pointed versions of this category are denoted SetsG and T G , respectively.
A finite cyclic group of order n is denoted Cn .
Following [LRRV17, Subsection 4I, page 951], we write NSp, ΣSp, and WT for
the categories of naive spectra, symmetric spectra, and W-spaces, respectively. All
our spectra are defined using sequences of spaces, as opposed to simplicial sets.
1
We also consider the category WT S of S 1 -equivariant W-spaces, as our model of
topological Hochschild homology naturally lives there. We denote by ΣSp-Cat the
category of small symmetric spectral categories, i.e., categories enriched over the
symmetric monoidal category ΣSp. We also need the following technical definition
of connective+ symmetric ring spectra, which appears as a hypothesis in some of
our results.
Definition 2.1. We say that a symmetric spectrum E is:
(i) strictly connective if for every x ≥ 0 the space Ex is (x − 1)-connected;
(ii) convergent if there exists a non-decreasing function λ : N −→ Z such that
limx→∞ λ(x) = ∞ and the adjoint structure map Ex −→ ΩEx+1 is (x+λ(x))connected for every x ≥ 0;
(iii) well pointed if for every x ∈ N the space Ex is well pointed.
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Definition 2.2 (Connective+ ). We say that a symmetric ring spectrum A is
connective+ if it is strictly connective, convergent, well pointed, and the unit
map S −→ A induces a cofibration S 0 −→ A0 .
Any (−1)-connected Ω-spectrum is strictly connective and convergent. The
sphere spectrum S and suitable models for all Eilenberg-Mac Lane ring spectra
of discrete rings are connective+ .
2B. THH, TR, and TC. Given a symmetric ring spectrum A or, more generally,
a symmetric spectral category D, topological Hochschild homology defines an S 1 equivariant W-space THH(D). Some details of the construction are recalled in
Section 3; for more information, we refer to [LRRV17, Section 6] for the specific
model that we use, and to [DGM13] in general.
Fix a prime p. As n ≥ 1 varies, the Cpn -fixed points of THH(D) are related by
maps
R, F : THH(D)Cpn −→ THH(D)Cpn−1
satisfying RF = F R. The Frobenius map F is the inclusion of fixed points; the
restriction map R is more complicated, and the essential ingredient for its construction is reviewed in Section 3.
Following e.g. [Hes05], we write
TRn (D; p) = THH(D)Cpn−1 ,


TCn (D; p) = hoeq R, F : THH(D)Cpn−1 −→ THH(D)Cpn−2 .
The maps R : TRn+1 (D; p) −→ TRn (D; p) induce R : TCn+1 (D; p) −→ TCn (D; p),
and we define
TR(D; p) = holim TRn (D; p)
n∈N

and

TC(D; p) = holim TCn (D; p)
n∈N

with the homotopy limit taken over the maps R above. Equivalently up to π∗ isomorphism, one can define TC(D; p) as
holim THH(D)Cpn ,

n∈obj RF

where RF is the category with set of objects N, and where the morphisms from m
to n are the pairs (i, j) ∈ N × N with i + j = m − n.
Now fix a symmetric ring spectrum A. Given a group G or more generally a
groupoid G, consider the symmetric spectral category A[G] with set of objects obj G
and morphism spectra A ∧ G(x, y)+ . We thus get functors
THH(A[−]) , TRn (A[−]; p) , TCn (A[−]; p) , TR(A[−]; p) , TC(A[−]; p)
from the category of groupoids to the category of naive spectra, and all these
functors send equivalences of groupoids to π∗ -isomorphisms.
2C. Assembly maps. Following the approach of [DL98], the input for the construction of assembly maps is for us a functor
T : Groupoids −→ NSp
that preserves equivalences, i.e., that sends equivalences of groupoids to π∗ -isomorphisms. Given a group G, consider the functor G∫ − : SetsG −→ Groupoids that
sends a G-set S to its action groupoid G∫ S, with obj G∫ S = S and morG∫ S (s, s0 ) =
{ g ∈ G | gs = s0 }. Restricting to the orbit category OrG, i.e., the full subcategory
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of SetsG with objects G/H as H varies among the subgroups of G, we obtain the
composition
G∫ −

OrG
SetsG
Groupoids T NSp .
Finally, we take the left Kan extension of T(G∫ −) along the full and faithful functor ι : OrG ,→ TopG . Given a G-space X,

Lanι T(G∫ −) (X) = X+ ∧ T(G∫ −)
OrG

is defined as the coend of the functor
(OrG)op × OrG −→ NSp ,
∼ H
(G/H, G/K) 7−→ map(G/H, X)G
+ ∧ T(G∫ (G/K)) = X+ ∧ T(G∫ (G/K)) .
Notice that pt+ ∧OrG T(G∫ −) ∼
= T(G) and, for any subgroup H ≤ G, the fact
that T preserves equivalences implies that G/H+ ∧OrG T(G∫ −) is π∗ -isomorphic
to T(H).
Now consider a family F of subgroups of G (i.e., a collection of subgroups
closed under passage to subgroups and conjugates) and consider a universal G-space
EG(F). This is a G-CW complex characterized up to G-homotopy equivalence by
the property that, for any subgroup H ≤ G, the H-fixed point space
(
H
empty
if H 6∈ F;
EG(F)
is
contractible if H ∈ F.
The projection EG(F) −→ pt = G/G induces then the assembly map
asbl : EG(F)+ ∧ T(G∫ −) −→ T(G) .
OrG

Finally, we remark that the source of the assembly map is a model for
hocolim

T(G∫ (G/H)) ,

G/H∈obj OrG
s.t. H∈F

the homotopy colimit of the restriction of T(G∫ −) to the full subcategory of OrG
spanned by the objects G/H with H ∈ F.
3. Pro-isomorphism result
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4 and an important intermediate step, Theorem 3.3, on which our other isomorphism and injectivity results are based. The
starting point is the following theorem from [LRRV17].
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group, F a family of subgroups of G, A a symmetric
ring spectrum, and C a finite subgroup of S 1 .
1

(i) Consider the following commutative diagram in WT S .
EG(F)+ ∧ THH(A[G∫ −])

asbl

OrG

prF

id ∧ prF

EG(F)+ ∧ THHF (A[G∫ −])
OrG

THH(A[G])

asbl

THHF (A[G])

The left-hand map and the bottom map are π∗ -isomorphisms of the underlying
non-equivariant spectra. If F contains all cyclic groups, then the right-hand
map is an isomorphism.
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(ii) Assume that A is connective+ . Consider the following commutative diagram
in WT .
C
1
EG(F)+ ∧ shES+ THH(A[G∫ −])

asbl

OrG

C
1
shES+ THH(A[G])
prF

id ∧ prF

C
1
EG(F)+ ∧ shES+ THHF (A[G∫ −])
OrG

asbl

C
1
shES+ THHF (A[G])

The left-hand map and the bottom map are π∗ -isomorphisms. If F contains
all cyclic groups, then the right-hand map is an isomorphism.
Proof. (i) is [LRRV17, Theorem 6.1, page 960] and (ii) is [LRRV17, Corollary 8.4,
pages 976–977].

We recall that the key to deduce (ii) from (i) is a natural zig-zag of π∗ -isomorphisms, based on [RV16], between the underlying orthogonal spectra of

C
1
THHF (A[G∫ S]) hC
and
shES+ THHF (A[G∫ S])
1

that commutes with prF . The technical definition of the equivariant shift shES+ X
of an S 1 -W-space X is given in [LRRV17, Definition 4.10 and 4L, pages 953–954].
We also review the definition of THHF and prF , since we need them explicitly in
the proof of Theorem 3.3 below. We begin with THH itself, following the notation
of [LRRV17, Section 6, pages 960–961].
Let I be the category with objects the finite sets x = {1, 2, . . . , x} for all x ≥ 0,
and morphisms all the injective functions, and let I [q] = I q+1 for each q ∈ N. Given
a symmetric spectral category D, there are functors
cn[q] D : I [q] −→ T ,
_
~x = (x0 , . . . , xq ) 7−→

D(d0 , dq )x0 ∧ D(d1 , d0 )x1 ∧ · · · ∧ D(dq , dq−1 )xq ;

d0 ,...,dq
in obj D

M[q] D : I [q] −→ WT ,

~x = (x0 , . . . , xq ) 7−→ map cn[q] S(~x), − ∧ cn[q] D(~x) =

= map S x0 ∧ · · · ∧ S xq , − ∧ cn[q] D(x0 , . . . , xq ) ,
where − denotes the variable in W. Then T HH[q] (D) is defined as the homotopy
colimit of M[q] D, and after geometric realization we obtain the functor
1

THH(−) = |T HH• (−)| : ΣSp-Cat −→ WT S .
Now we specialize to D = A[G∫ S] for a G-set S. Let CN• (G∫ S) be the cyclic
nerve (compare e.g. [LRRV17, Definition 5.1, page 956]), and let conj G be the
set of conjugacy classes [g] of elements g ∈ G. There are natural isomorphisms
(see [LRRV17, Lemma 6.4, page 962, and pages 957–958])
_


cn• (A[G∫ S]) ∼
cn• A ∧ CN•,[c] (G∫ S)+ ,
= cn• A ∧ CN• (G∫ S)+ ∼
=
[c]∈conj G
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where CN•,[c] (G∫ S) denotes the preimage of [c] under the map of cyclic sets
CN• (G∫ S) −→ conj G

(3.2)
g1

s0

s1

g2

···

gq−1

sq−1

gq

sq

7−→ [g0 g1 · · · gq ] .

g0

Here conj G is viewed as a constant cyclic set. The preimage of
conjF G = { [c] | hci ∈ F } ⊆ conj G
under (3.2) is denoted CN•,F (G∫ S).
Finally, the F-parts of THH are defined as
M•,F (A[G∫ S]) ,
THHF (A[G∫ S]) = T HH•,F (A[G∫ S]) = hocolim
•
I

where
M[q],F (A[G∫ S]) : I [q] −→ WT ,

~x 7−→ map cn[q] S(~x), − ∧ cn[q] A(~x) ∧ CN[q],F (G∫ S)+ .
Notice that there are maps
CN• (G∫ S)+

prF
inF

CN•,F (G∫ S)+ , THH(A[G∫ S])

prF
inF

THHF (A[G∫ S])

satisfying prF ◦ inF = id.
The main new result here is the following.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that the family F is p-radicable; see Definition 1.7. Assume
that the symmetric ring spectrum A is connective+ . For each n ≥ 0 consider the
following commutative diagram in WT .
C n
EG(F)+ ∧ THH(A[G∫ −]) p

asbl

OrG

C n
THH(A[G]) p
prF

id ∧ prF

C n
EG(F)+ ∧ THHF (A[G∫ −]) p
OrG

asbl

C n
THHF (A[G]) p

The left-hand map and the bottom map are π∗ -isomorphisms. If F contains all
cyclic groups, then the right-hand map is an isomorphism.
Proof. We want to use the natural stable homotopy fibration sequence
(3.4)
C n pr∗
1
R
shES+ THH(A[G∫ S]) p −−→
THH(A[G∫ S])Cpn −→ THH(A[G∫ S])Cpn−1
from [LRRV17, Theorem 7.2, page 969] in order to deduce this result inductively
from Theorem 3.1. The problem is that the map
(3.5)

R : THH(A[G∫ S])Cpn −→ THH(A[G∫ S])Cpn−1

does not restrict in general to the F-parts of THH; see [LRRV17, Warning 7.13,
page 971]. We explain how the assumption that F is p-radicable solves this problem.
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The key ingredient for the definition of the map R in (3.5) is given by the
following two maps; compare [LRRV17, page 970].
(3.6)

Cpn
map cnpn [q] S(pn ~x), − ∧ cnpn [q] A(pn ~x) ∧ CNpn [q] (G∫ S)+
f 7→f Cp

map



Cp
C p
Cp Cpn /Cp
cnpn [q] S(pn ~x)
, − ∧ cnpn [q] A(pn ~x)
∧ CNpn [q] (G∫ S) +
∼
=

∆


Cpn−1
map cnpn−1 [q] S(pn−1 ~x), − ∧ cnpn−1 [q] A(pn−1 ~x) ∧ CNpn−1 [q] (G∫ S)+
Here − denotes the variable in W, and pn [q] denotes the concatenation of [q] with
itself pn times, arising from the pn -fold edgewise subdivision. Note that pn [q] =
[pn (q + 1) − 1].
The first map in (3.6) is given by restricting to the Cp -fixed points, using the
fact that the action on − is trivial. For the second map, notice that there is a
Cpn /Cp -equivariant bijection
C p
∼
=
∆G∫ S : CNpn−1 [q] (G∫ S) −→ CNpn [q] (G∫ S)
(3.7)
,
(g0 , . . . , gr ) 7−→ (g0 , . . . , gr , g0 , . . . , gr , . . . , g0 , . . . , gr ) ,
where r = pn−1 (q + 1) − 1, as well as Cpn /Cp -equivariant homeomorphisms
C p
∼
=
∆A : cnpn−1 [q] A(pn−1 ~x) −→ cnpn [q] A(pn ~x)
.
In the case A = S, we have
∆S : (S x0 ∧ · · · ∧ S xq )∧p

n−1

∼
=

n

−→ ((S x0 ∧ · · · ∧ S xq )∧p )Cp .

The homeomorphisms ∆S , ∆D , and ∆G∫ S , together with the obvious identification
Cpn /Cp ∼
= Cpn−1 that takes every element of order pn on the circle to its p-th
power, induce the homeomorphism ∆ in (3.6). Finally, the key map needed for the
definition of (3.5) is defined as the composition of the top map with the inverse of
the bottom map in (3.6).
The crucial observation now is that, given an arbitrary family F, the bijection ∆G∫ S in (3.7) induces a bijection
C p
∼
=
p
,
∆G∫ S,F : CNpn−1 [q],√
F (G∫ S) −→ CNpn [q],F (G∫ S)
p
where CN•,√
F (G∫ S) is defined as the preimage under (3.2) of

{ [c] | hcp i ∈ F } ⊆ conj G .
p
We always have that CN•,F (G∫ S) ⊆ CN•,√
F (G∫ S), but equality holds if and only
if the family F is p-radicable. Therefore we see that the map R restricts to a map

RF : THHF (A[G∫ S])Cpn −→ THHF (A[G∫ S])Cpn−1
if F is p-radicable.
Now assume that this is the case. Since ∆G∫ S,F ◦ prF = prF ◦∆G∫ S we obtain
that RF ◦ prF = prF ◦R, and analogously for inF . Also the natural map pr∗
in (3.4) commutes with prF and inF . Then, since retracts preserve stable homotopy
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fibration sequences, from (3.4) we obtain for each n ≥ 1 a stable homotopy fibration
sequence in WT
C n pr∗
1
RF
THHF (A[G∫ S])Cpn−1
shES+ THHF (A[G∫ S]) p −−→
THHF (A[G∫ S])Cpn −−→
which is natural in S. Each of the claimed π∗ -isomorphisms then follows inductively
from this, Theorem 3.1, and the Five Lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. From Theorem 3.3 we deduce the analogous statement for
TCn as follows. Using the natural π∗ -isomorphism Σ hoeq −→ hocoeq and the
fact that Σ commutes with smash products over the orbit category, it is enough to
consider hocoeq(R, F ). Since the maps R and F commute with prF , and homotopy
colimits preserve π∗ -isomorphisms and commute with smash products over the orbit
category, the statement for hocoeq(R, F ) is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.3.
Finally, notice that the family Cyc is p-radicable.

4. Isomorphism and injectivity results
This section is devoted to the deduction from Theorem 3.3 of Theorems 1.2, 1.8,
and 1.9. In order to use Theorem 3.3 to obtain statements about TC, we need to
study the following commutative diagram in WT . Assume that the family F is
p-radicable.
(4.1)
EG(F)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p)

asbl

TC(A[G]; p)

holim(asbl)

holim THH(A[G]; p)Cpn

OrG

t


C n 
holim EG(F)+ ∧ THH(A[G∫ −]) p
RF

OrG

holim(id ∧ prF ) À

C n 
holim EG(F)+ ∧ THHF (A[G∫ −]) p
RF

OrG

Â

RF

prF

Á
holim(asbl)

holim THHF (A[G]; p)Cpn
RF

The bottom square is obtained by taking the homotopy limit of the diagrams from
Theorem 3.3. Therefore the maps À and Á are π∗ -isomorphisms, and so Â is split
injective. Moreover, if Cyc ⊆ F then prF is an isomorphism and so Â is a π∗ isomorphism. It remains to analyze the map t, the natural map that interchanges
the order of smashing over OrG and taking holimRF .
Theorem 4.2. Consider the map t in diagram (4.1).
(i) If EG(F) is of finite type then t is a π∗ -isomorphism.
(ii) Let N ≥ 0 be an integer. Assume that conditions (b), (c), and (d) in Theorem 1.9 are satisfied. Then t is a πnQ -isomorphism for all n ≤ N .
Proof. This question is studied in detail in [LRV03].
(i) is unfortunately not stated explicitly in [LRV03], but it follows from the
inductive argument given in [LRV03, Section 5]. The only difference is that the GCW complex X there is now assumed to be of finite type, and therefore the proof
of [LRV03, Lemma 5.1] simplifies drastically, as we proceed to explain. The proof
remains unchanged until the discussion of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence.
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But then one shows directly that the maps
 Q


Q ZOrG
πq (E(ci )) −→
Hp
X; πq (E(ci ))
(4.3)
HpZOrG X;
i∈I

i∈I

Q

induced from the projections i∈I πq (E(ci )) −→ πq (E(ci )) are all isomorphisms.
This follows because now the cellular ZOrG-chain complex C∗ZOrG (X) is in each
degree a finitely generated free ZOrG-module, and hence the natural map
Q
Q ZOrG
C∗ZOrG (X) ⊗
πq (E(ci )) −→
C∗
(X) ⊗ πq (E(ci ))
ZOrG i∈I

i∈I

ZOrG

Q

is an isomorphism. Since i∈I preserves exact sequences, the isomorphism (4.3)
follows, completing the proof of (i).
For (ii), we now verify the assumptions (A) to (D) of [LRV03, Addendum 1.3,
page 140], which imply that πn (t) is an almost isomorphism, and so in particular
a rational isomorphism, for all n ≤ N . For assumption (A), the category C =
RF has a 2-dimensional model for ERF by [LRV03, Proposition 7.3, page 162].
For (B), the fundamental fibration sequence (see e.g. [LRRV17, Theorem 8.1(i),
page 973]) implies inductively that (THH(A[G∫ −]))Cpn is always (−1)-connected.
For X = EG(F), (C) is implied by our assumptions on F. And finally (D) follows
from our assumptions on Hs (BZG H; Z) combined with [LRV03, Proposition 1.7,
page 142].

Combining Theorem 3.3, diagram (4.1), and Theorem 4.2(i) we immediately
obtain the following corollary. Notice that Technical Theorem 1.8(i) is a special
case of this.
Corollary 4.4. If F is p-radicable and there is a universal space EG(F) of finite
type, then the assembly map
EG(F)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p)
OrG

is split injective. If F contains all cyclic groups, then it is a π∗ -isomorphism.
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.2, 1.8(ii), and 1.9.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. This follows at once from Corollary 4.4 and the following
claim: If G is finite, then there is a universal space EG(F) of finite type for any
family F.
In order to prove this claim, consider the category C(G, F) of pointed orbits
(G/H, gH) with H ∈ F and pointed G-maps (G/H, gH) −→ (G/H 0 , g 0 H 0 ). The
group G acts on C(G, F) by left multiplication.
It is well known that |N• C(G, F)| is a model for EG(F); see for example [Ram16,
Section 2] and the other references given there in Section 1. This proves the claim
because C(G, F) is finite when G is finite.
We briefly recall the argument that |N• C(G, F)| satisfies the characterizing propK
erty of EG(F). For a subgroup K ≤ G we have |N• C(G, F)| = |N• (C(G, F)K )|.
K
It is straightforward to check that C(G, F) is the full subcategory on objects
(G/H, gH) such that g −1 Kg ≤ H. Hence the subcategory is empty if K ∈
/ F and
it has the initial object (G/K, eK) if K ∈ F.

S
Proof of Technical Theorem 1.8(ii). Assume that F is the directed union j∈J Fj
and that, for each j ∈ J , there is a model for EG(Fj ) of finite type and Fj is pradicable. Using functorial models for EG(Fj ) (e.g., those described in the previous
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proof, which are usually not of finite type), we obtain a functor from J to G-spaces
whose homotopy colimit
hocolim EG(Fj )

(4.5)

j∈J

is a model for EG(F). This leads to the following commutative diagram.


hocolim EG(Fj )+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p)
j∈J

OrG

hocolim(asblFj )

s




hocolim EG(Fj )
j∈J

∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p)

+ OrG

asblF

TC(A[G]; p)

Here s is the natural π∗ -isomorphism that interchanges the order of smashing
over OrG and taking homotopy colimits. Since (4.5) is a model for EG(F), the
horizontal map is a model for the assembly map with respect to F. For each j ∈ J ,
Corollary 4.4 applies to Fj by assumption, and so asblFj is split injective, regardless of what model for EG(Fj ) is used. Since homotopy groups commute with
directed (homotopy) colimits, and directed colimits are exact, we conclude that
hocolim(asblFj ) is π∗ -injective, and so the same is true for asblF , completing the
proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.9. This follows at once from Theorem 3.3, diagram (4.1), and
Theorem 4.2(ii).

We conclude this section with an application and a remark. Invoking the Transitivity Principle for assembly maps [LR05, Theorem 65, page 742], Theorem 1.2
directly implies the following result.
Corollary 4.6. For any group G the relative assembly map from finite cyclic subgroups to all finite subgroups
EG(FCyc)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ EG(Fin)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p)
OrG

OrG

is a π∗ -isomorphism.
The same strategy does not apply to prove the analogous result for the map
EG(Cyc)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ EG(VCyc)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) .
OrG

OrG

In fact, Example 4.7 shows that there are virtually cyclic groups without a universal
space EG(Cyc) of finite type. Therefore we cannot apply Corollary 4.4 to conclude
that the assembly map with respect to the family of cyclic subgroups is a π∗ isomorphism for all virtually cyclic groups.
Example 4.7. Consider the group G = Z/pZ ⊕ Z. We claim that there are
infinitely many distinct maximal infinite cyclic subgroups C ≤ G. This claim
implies that EG(Cyc) cannot be of finite type, because for any maximal infinite
cyclic subgroup C ≤ G, since EG(Cyc)C 6= ∅, there must be a zero-cell G/H such
that (G/H)C 6= ∅, i.e., H = C. Therefore EG(Cyc) must have infinitely many
G-zero-cells.
To prove the claim, write C(i, m) for the subgroup of G generated by (i, m).
Every infinite cyclic subgroup is of the form C(i, m) for precisely one pair (i, m)
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with i ∈ Z/pZ and m ≥ 1. Clearly, C(i, m) ≤ C(j, n) if and only if there exists
a k ≥ 1 such that (i, m) = (kj, kn). If (i, pr ) = (kj, kn), then either n = pr and
hence i = j, or n = ps with s < r and i = kj = pr−s j = 0 ∈ Z/pZ. Therefore the
(4.8)

C(i, pr ) with i ∈ Z/pZ − {0} and r ≥ 0

are infinitely many distinct maximal infinite cyclic subgroups. Notice also that,
if m = kpr with (k, p) = 1, then C(i, m) ≤ C(ik −1 , pr ). Therefore the maximal
infinite cyclic subgroups are precisely C(0, 1) and the subgroups listed in (4.8).
An affirmative answer to the following question would imply that only for one
infinite group can Corollary 4.4 be used to prove nontrivial isomorphism results.
Question 4.9. Is it true that there exists a universal space EG(Cyc) of finite type
if and only if G is either finite or infinite cyclic or infinite dihedral?
This question is similar to a conjecture about EG(VCyc) posed by Juan-Pineda
and Leary [JPL06, Conjecture 1, page 142]. In our original formulation of this
question the infinite dihedral case was erroneously missing. The correct formulation of Question 4.9 given above is due to Puttkamer and Wu [vPW17, Question A],
who construct an EG(Cyc) of finite type for the infinite dihedral group in [loc. cit.,
Lemma 3.9]. Moreover, in [loc. cit., Theorem II] they answer Question 4.9 affirmatively for all of the following groups: elementary amenable groups; one-relator
groups; 3-manifold groups; acylindrically hyperbolic groups; CAT(0) cube groups;
linear groups.
5. From finite to virtually cyclic subgroups
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result, which shows that
Technical Theorem 1.8(ii) implies Theorem 1.5(ii).
Proposition 5.1. The family F = VCyc satisfies the assumption of Technical
Theorem 1.8(ii) in each of the following two cases:
(i) G is hyperbolic;
(ii) G is virtually finitely generated abelian.
In fact, we are going to prove (ii) directly, and deduce (i) from a general criterion
formulated in Lemma 5.5. In order to formulate this criterion we need to introduce
some notation. Given any subgroup H ≤ G, we denote by NG H the normalizer of H
in G, and we define its Weyl group as the quotient WG H = NG H/H. (Warning:
this definition agrees with the one used in [Lüc00, Lüc05, LW12, LR14] but not
with [LRRV17], where the Weyl group is taken to be the quotient NG H/(ZG H ·H).)
We also use the following definitions from [LW12, Notation 2.7, page 504].
Definition 5.2. Let F ⊂ V be families of subgroups of a group G. We consider
the following two conditions:
(MF ⊂V ) : each V ∈ V − F is contained in a unique maximal V max ∈ V − F;
(NM F ⊂V ) : each V ∈ V − F is contained in a unique maximal V max ∈ V − F and
we have NG (V max ) = V max .
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a hyperbolic group. Then:
(i) G satisfies condition (NM Fin⊂VCyc );
(ii) if G is not virtually cyclic, then G contains infinitely many conjugacy classes
of maximal infinite cyclic subgroups;
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(iii) if G is not virtually cyclic, then G contains infinitely many conjugacy classes
of maximal infinite virtually cyclic subgroups.
Proof. (i) is proved in [LW12, Theorem 3.1 and Example 3.6, pages 506–510],
and (ii) is proved in [Gro87, Corollary 5.1.B, pages 136–137, or Corollary 8.2.G,
page 213]; notice that the elementary hyperbolic groups are precisely those that are
virtually cyclic. Together these imply (iii) as follows. Suppose by contradiction that
{Cj }j∈N is an infinite collection of maximal infinite cyclic subgroups which are pairwise not conjugate but such that all Cjmax are conjugate, i.e., for each j ∈ N there
is a gj ∈ G such that gj Cjmax gj−1 = C0max . Then {gj Cj gj−1 }j∈N is an infinite collection of pairwise distinct maximal infinite cyclic subgroups of the virtually cyclic
group C0max . But any virtually cyclic group contains only finitely many maximal
cyclic subgroups.

Example 5.4. Suppose that every subgroup of G which is not virtually cyclic
contains a non-abelian free subgroup. Then G satisfies (NM Fin⊂VCyc ) by [LW12,
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.4, pages 506–509].
Lemma 5.5. Assume that G satisfies condition (MFin⊂VCyc ). Assume that there
are models of finite type for EG(Fin) and for EWG V for each maximal infinite
virtually cyclic subgroup V of G. Then the family VCyc satisfies the assumption of
Technical Theorem 1.8(ii).
Proof. Choose a complete set of representatives M of the conjugacy classes of maximal infinite virtually cyclic subgroups of G. Condition (MFin⊂VCyc ) says that for
any infinite virtually cyclic subgroup H ≤ G there is exactly one V ∈ M such that
gHg −1 ≤ V for some g ∈ G, or, equivalently, such that (G ×NG V p∗V EWG V )H 6= ∅.
Here pV : NG V −→ WG V denotes the projection and p∗V : TopWG V −→ TopNG V
the corresponding restriction functor. By [LW12, Corollary 2.10, page 505], there
is a G-pushout
`
G × ENG V (Fin)
EG(Fin)
V ∈M

(5.6)

NG V

pr

`
V ∈M

G × p∗V EWG V

EG(VCyc) .

NG V

Now let Pf (M) be the directed poset of finite subsets of M ordered by inclusion.
Given S ∈ Pf (M), let FS be the family of subgroups of G that are either finite or
subconjugate to some V ∈ S. Clearly
[
VCyc =
FS
S∈Pf (M)

and each family FS is p-radicable. So it only remains to construct universal spaces
EG(FS ) of finite type.
As in (5.6) we obtain a G-pushout
`
G × ENG V (Fin)
EG(Fin)
V ∈S

NG V

pr

`
V ∈S

G × p∗V EWG V
NG V

EG(FS ) .
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We are assuming that there are models of finite type for EG(Fin) and each EWG V .
Since V is maximal virtually cyclic, WG V is torsionfree, and hence there is a model
of finite type for ENG V (Fin) by [Lüc00, Theorem 3.2, page 193]. Since S is finite,
we conclude that EG(FS ) is of finite type.

We can now finish the proof of Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. (i) follows from Lemma 5.5, Lemma 5.3(i), and the fact
that hyperbolic groups have universal spaces EG(Fin) of finite type by [MS02].
(ii) We follow the arguments in [LR14, Subsections 1.4 and 3.3, pages 1571
and 1584–1585]. By assumption there is a group extension
q

1 −→ A −→ G −→ Q −→ 1 ,

(5.7)

where A is finitely generated free abelian and Q is finite. The conjugation action
of G on the normal abelian subgroup A induces an action ρ : Q −→ aut(A).
Let M be the set of maximal infinite cyclic subgroups of A. Since any automorphism of A sends a maximal infinite cyclic subgroup to a maximal infinite cyclic
subgroup, ρ induces a Q-action on M. Fix a subset N ⊆ M whose intersection
with each Q-orbit in M consists of precisely one element.
Given C ∈ N , denote by QC ≤ Q the isotropy group of C under the Q-action.
The given extension (5.7) induces an extension
1 −→ A/C −→ WG C −→ QC −→ 1 ,
Since C ≤ A is a maximal infinite cyclic subgroup, A/C is finitely generated free
abelian.
Notice that any infinite cyclic subgroup C ≤ A is contained in a unique maximal
infinite cyclic subgroup C max ≤ A. In particular, for two maximal infinite cyclic
subgroups C, D ≤ A, either C ∩ D = {0} or C = D. For every C ∈ N we have
NG C = { g ∈ G | #(gCg −1 ∩ C) = ∞ } = q −1 (QC ).
Now we define an equivalence relation on the set of infinite virtually cyclic subgroups of G. We say that V1 and V2 are equivalent if and only if (A ∩ V1 )max =
(A ∩ V2 )max . Then for every infinite virtually cyclic subgroup V ≤ G there is exactly one C ∈ N such that V is equivalent to gCg −1 for some g ∈ G. We obtain
from [LW12, Theorem 2.3, page 502] a G-pushout
`
G × ENG C(Fin)
EG(Fin)
C∈N

NG C

(5.8)

pr

`
C∈N

G × p∗C EWG C(Fin)

EG(VCyc) ,

NG C

where pC : NG C −→ WG C is the projection.
We now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.5. Let Pf (N ) be the directed poset
of finite subsets of N ordered by inclusion. Given S ∈ Pf (N ), let FS be the family
of subgroups that are either finite, or infinite virtually cyclic and equivalent to a
conjugate of some C ∈ S. Clearly
[
VCyc =
FS
S∈Pf (N )

and each family FS is p-radicable.
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For each S ∈ Pf (N ) we obtain from (5.8) a G-pushout
`
G × ENG C(Fin)
EG(Fin)
C∈S

NG C

pr

`
C∈S

G × p∗C EWG C(Fin)

EG(FS ) .

NG C

Any virtually finitely generated abelian group Γ admits a surjection with finite
kernel onto a crystallographic group (see e.g. [Qui12, Lemma 4.2.1, page 182]), and
therefore it has a universal space EΓ(Fin) of finite type. So we can chose models of
finite type for ENG C(Fin), EWG C(Fin), and EG(Fin), and obtain a finite type
EG(FS ) for each S ∈ Pf (N ).

6. Failure of surjectivity
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.6 and its variant for TR. More
precisely, we establish the following result.
Theorem 6.1. The assembly maps for the family of virtually cyclic subgroups
asblTR : EG(VCyc)+ ∧ TR(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TR(A[G]; p)
OrG

and
asblTC : EG(VCyc)+ ∧ TC(A[G∫ −]; p) −→ TC(A[G]; p)
OrG

are not always π∗ -surjective. For example, if A = Z(p) and G is either finitely generated free abelian or torsion-free hyperbolic, but not cyclic, then neither π0 (asblTR )
nor π−1 (asblTC ) is surjective.
In fact, the assumptions on A and G can be relaxed, as explained in Remark 6.25.
We begin with the following general observations, relating the analysis of the
assembly maps for TR and TC to the assembly maps for the corresponding “Whitehead” theories.
Let T : Groupoids −→ NSp be a functor, e.g., T = TC(A[−]; p). Assume that T
preserves equivalences, i.e., it sends equivalences of groupoids to π∗ -isomorphisms.
Given any space X there is the classical assembly map
(6.2)

X+ ∧ T(1) −→ T(Π(X)) ,

where Π(X) denotes the fundamental groupoid of X, and 1 denotes the trivial
groupoid. We define WhT (X) to be the homotopy cofiber of (6.2).
Given a group G, consider the composition
G∫ −

B

OrG −−−→ Groupoids −−→ Top ,
where B = |N• (−)| is the classifying space functor, and obtain the diagram
(6.3)

B(G∫ −)+ ∧ T(1) −→ T(Π(B(G∫ −)) −→ WhT (B(G∫ −))

of functors OrG −→ NSp. By definition, (6.3) is objectwise a homotopy cofibration
sequence. To simplify the notation, we let WhT (H) = WhT (B(G∫ (G/H))).
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Lemma 6.4. Assume that the assembly map




πq asblT : πq EG(F)+ ∧ T −→ πq T(G)
OrG

is injective for some q ∈ Z. Then:
(i) the assembly map



T
πq asblWh : πq EG(F)+ ∧ WhT −→ πq WhT (G)
OrG

is also injective;

T
(ii) πq asblT is surjective if and only if πq asblWh is surjective.
Proof. (i) is proved in [LRRV17, Proof of Addendum 1.18, pages 1010–1011] in the
special case when T = K≥0 (Z[−]), but the argument works without changes for
any T.
(ii) is an immediate consequence of the proof of (i) in loc. cit.

Lemma 6.5. Let
· · · −→ Tn+1 −→ Tn −→ · · · −→ T2 −→ T1
be a sequence of functors Groupoids −→ NSp that preserve equivalences, and let
T = holimn Tn . If a group G has a classifying space BG that is a finite CW
complex, then there is a natural π∗ -isomorphism
n

WhT (G) −→ holim WhT (G) .
n∈N

Proof. This follows easily from the definitions, noticing that homotopy limits commute up to π∗ -isomorphisms with homotopy cofibers and with the functor X+ ∧ −,
provided that X is a finite CW complex.

Now we specialize to the case T = TC(A[−]; p) = holimn TCn (A[−]; p). We use
TC
(G)), q ∈ Z,
the abbreviations WhTC = WhTC(A[−];p) and Wh TC
q (G) = πq (Wh
n
n
and similarly for TC and TR .
The following result provides the essential computations used in the proof of
Theorem 6.1. This result is based on theorems of Hesselholt and Madsen about
topological cyclic homology of polynomial rings [HM04, Theorem C, page 4; Hes09,
Theorem 2, page 139].
Theorem 6.6. Assume that A is a connective ring spectrum whose homotopy
groups are Z(p) -modules. Let C be an infinite cyclic group.
(i) For each n ≥ 2 there is a short exact sequence
M
n
n−1
R
0 −→
π0 A −→ Wh TR
(C) −→ Wh TR
(C) −→ 0 .
0
0
j∈Z−pZ
−n<t<∞

(ii) Assume that π0 A ∼
= Z(p) . Then for each n ≥ 3 there is a short exact sequence
M
n
R
TC n−1
0 −→
Fp −→ Wh TC
(C) −→ 0 .
−1 (C) −→ Wh −1
j∈Z−pZ

Proof. Define
(6.7)

Mqn =

M
j∈Z−pZ


TR nq (A; p) ⊕ TR nq−1 (A; p) .
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With this notation [Hes09, Theorem 2, page 139] describes, in particular, an isomorphism of abelian groups
M
M
∼
=
(6.8) TR nq (A; p) ⊕ TR nq−1 (A; p) ⊕
Mqn+s ⊕
Mqn −→ TR nq (A[C]; p)
−n<s<0

0≤t<∞

for any symmetric ring spectrum A whose homotopy groups are Z(p) -modules. To
see that the source of the isomorphism (6.8) agrees with the group in [Hes09, first
display after Theorem 2, page 139], one just needs to rewrite the index set Z for
the first direct sum in loc. cit. as the disjoint union
[
{0} ∪
{ jpt | j ∈ Z − pZ }
t≥0

and replace s with −s. For a chosen generator x of C, the map (6.8) sends




a, b, (as,j , bs,j )j∈Z−pZ −n<s<0 , (at,j , bt,j )j∈Z−pZ 0≤t<∞
to
X

a[x]0n + b dlog[x]n +

X 



V −s as,j [x]jn+s + dV −s bs,j [x]jn+s

−n<s<0 j∈Z−pZ

+

X


X 
t
jpt
at,j [x]jp
+
b
[x]
dlog[x]
.
t,j
n
n
n

0≤t<∞ j∈Z−pZ

As remarked in loc. cit., the image of the classical assembly map

TR nq (A; p) ⊕ TR nq−1 (A; p) ∼
= πq BC+ ∧ TRn (A; p) −→ TR nq (A[C]; p)
corresponds exactly to the first two direct summands in the source of (6.8). Therefore we get an isomorphism
M
M
n
∼
=
(6.9)
Mqn+s ⊕
Mqn −→ Wh TR
(C) .
q
−n<s<0

0≤t<∞

Explicit formulas for the maps R and F with respect to the isomorphism (6.8)
are given in [Hes09, page 140]. In particular, both maps respect the decomposition of TR nq (A[C]; p) as the direct sum of the image of the classical assembly map
n
n
and Wh TR
(C). On Wh TR
(C), with respect to the isomorphism (6.9), the maps R
q
q
and F are described as follows.
Mq1 ⊕ Mq2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Mqn−2 ⊕ Mqn−1 ⊕ Mqn ⊕ Mqn ⊕ · · ·
R

R

R

R

R

Mq1 ⊕ Mq2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Mqn−2 ⊕ Mqn−1 ⊕ Mqn ⊕ Mqn ⊕ · · ·
L−n+2

L−2

L−1

F

···

s=−2

s=−1

t=0

∼
=

∼
=

Wh TR
q

t=1

n−1

(C)

n

Wh TR
(C)
q
F

F

Mq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Mqn−3 ⊕ Mqn−2 ⊕ Mqn−1 ⊕ Mqn−1 ⊕ · · ·
s=−n+1

n

Wh TR
(C)
q

R

Mq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Mqn−3 ⊕ Mqn−2 ⊕ Mqn−1 ⊕ Mqn−1 ⊕ · · ·

L−n+1

∼
=

∼
=

Wh TR
q

n−1

(C)

···

Here the maps R, F : Mqn −→ Mqn−1 respect the direct sum decomposition (6.7)
and are given by R and F , respectively, on each summand. The endomorphisms
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L
L−n+1 , L−n+2 , . . . , L−2 , L−1 respect the
j∈Z−pZ decomposition in (6.7). The
map L−1 is given on the summand indexed by j by


`p d + `(p−1)η
n−1
: TR n−1
(A; p) ⊕ TR n−1
(A; p) ⊕ TR n−1
q
q−1 (A; p) −→ TR q
q−1 (A; p) ;
0
`(−1)q−1 j
the maps L−n+1 , L−n+2 , . . . , L−2 are given by


`p `(p−1)η
n+s
: TR n+s
(A; p) ⊕ TR n+s
(A; p) ⊕ TR n+s
q
q−1 (A; p) −→ TR q
q−1 (A; p)
0
id
on each of the j-indexed summands. Here d is the differential, `a denotes multiplication by a, and η ∈ TR 11 (S; p) isL
the Hopf class; compare [Hes09, pages 137–138].
Notice that all maps respect the j∈Z−pZ decomposition, and with the sole exception of L−1 they do not depend on j. When q = 0, the map L−1 does not depend
on j either.
Now we specialize to q = 0. The groups TR n0 (A; p) are isomorphic to Wn (π0 A),
the p-typical Witt vectors of length n of π0 A, and these isomorphisms commute
with the maps R, F, V . So from (6.9) we obtain isomorphisms
!
M
M
M
n
∼
=
(6.10)
Wn+s (π0 A) ⊕
Wn (π0 A) −→ Wh TR
(C) .
0
j∈Z−pZ

−n<s<0

0≤t<∞

n
Wh TR
(C)
0

L
n−1
Under (6.10), the map R :
−→ Wh TR
(C) respects the j∈Z−pZ de0
composition and is given by R : Wm (π0 A) −→ Wm−1 (π0 A) on each summand.
Using the short exact sequences
m−1

V
R
0 −→ π0 A ∼
= W1 (π0 A) −−−−→ Wm (π0 A) −→ Wm−1 (π0 A) −→ 0

we obtain the short exact sequence in (i).
In order to prove (ii), consider the following diagram.
0

M

torsp π0 A

ker(F − R)

j∈Z−pZ
−n<t<∞

0

M

0

M

ker(F − R)

S

π0 A

j∈Z−pZ
−n<t<∞
λ

(6.11)

R

n

Wh TR
(C)
0

R

F −R

π0 A

Wh TR
0

Wh TR
0

n−1

(C)

0

F −R
n−1

(C)

R

Wh TR
0

n−2

Wh TC
−1

n−1

(C)

0

j∈Z−pZ
−(n−1)<t<∞
∂

M

π0 A/p π0 A

n

Wh TC
−1 (C)

R

(C)

0

j∈Z−pZ
−(n−1)<t<∞

The middle two rows are exact by (i). Let λ be the induced map. Using the
explicit description of the
Lmaps R and F given above and using that F V = `p , we
see that λ respects the j∈Z−pZ decomposition and sends the summand indexed
n

by t to the summand indexed by t+1 via `p . Notice that Wh TC
−1 (C) = coker(F −R).
Therefore the Snake Lemma produces the dotted exact sequence in (6.11).
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We are now going to describe explicitly the connecting map ∂. Fix j ∈ Z − pZ.
Let
(6.12)

a = (a−n+2 , a−n+3 , . . . , a−1 , a0 , a1 , . . . , aN , 0, 0, . . . )

be an element of the summand
W1 (π0 A) ⊕ W2 (π0 A) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Wn−2 (π0 A) ⊕ Wn−1 (π0 A) ⊕ Wn−1 (π0 A) ⊕ · · ·
indexed by j in (6.10).
Assume that a ∈ ker(F − R), i.e., that a is in the upper right corner of (6.11).
Using the formulas above, this means that
(6.13)

pa−n+2 = Ra−n+3 , . . . , pa−2 = Ra−1 , pa−1 = Ra0 ,
F a0 = Ra1 , F a1 = Ra2 , . . . , F aN = 0 .

Choose set theoretic sections S of the surjections R : Wm (π0 A) −→ Wm−1 (π0 A)
n
n−1
for each m, and define a section S of R : Wh TR
(C) −→ Wh TR
(C) using them
0
0
on each summand. We can assume that S0 = 0. We obtain that
(6.14)

(F − R)Sa =

= (−a−n+2 , pSa−n−2 − a−n+3 , . . . , pSa−1 − a0 , F Sa0 − a1 , . . . , F SaN , 0, . . . ) .
n−1

n−2

TR
The element (F − R)Sa is in the kernel
(C) −→ Wh TR
(C) and
0
L of R : Wh 0
therefore corresponds to a unique b ∈ −(n−1)<t<∞ π0 A in the summand indexed
by the same j ∈ Z − pZ. The class [b] of b in the cokernel of λ is by definition the
image of a under the connecting map ∂.
Now assume that π0 A ∼
= Z(p) . Then Wn (Z(p) ) is a free Z(p) -module with basis
{ V i (1) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 }; compare [HM04, Example 1.2.4, page 10]. The maps
F, R : Wn (Z(p) ) −→ Wn−1 (Z(p) ) are Z(p) -linear and are given by

(6.15)
(6.16)

F V 0 (1) = V 0 (1)
RV n−1 (1) = 0

and

F V i (1) = pV i−1 (1) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 ,

and

RV i (1) = V i (1)

if 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 ,

and of course V is given by V V i (1) = V i+1 (1). Even though we do not need it
here, we note that the product is determined by
V i (1) · V j (1) = pi V j (1) if 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n − 1 .
Define a Z(p) -linear section S : Wn−1 (Z(p) ) −→ Wn (Z(p) ) of R by the obvious formulas SV i (1) = V i (1). This choice of S satisfies
(6.17)

S`p = `p S ,

SF = F S ,

and

SR − id = − prlast ,

where prlast denotes the projection of Wn (Z(p) ) onto the subspace generated by
V n−1 (1), i.e., the kernel of R. Let prlast : Wn (Z(p) ) −→ Z(p) be the map obtained
by identifying Z(p) V n−1 (1) with Z(p) .
Using (6.17) and (6.13), equation (6.14) now reads
(F − R)Sa = (− prlast a−n+2 , − prlast a−n+3 , . . . , − prlast a0 , − prlast a1 , . . . ) .
(Notice that prlast = id on W1 (Z(p) ).) Therefore
(6.18)

∂a = (−[prlast a−n+2 ], −[prlast a−n+3 ], . . . , −[prlast a0 ], −[prlast a1 ], . . . ) ,

where [−] : Z(p) −→ Z(p) /pZ(p) ∼
= Fp denotes reduction modulo p.
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Writing each at in the basis {V i (1)} and using the explicit formulas in (6.15)
and (6.16), it is elementary to see that the equations (6.13) imply that
P

P
pn−2
prlast at = 0 ,
and hence
[prlast at ] = 0 .
t

t

Combining this and (6.18) we see that
im ∂ ≤ ker ∇ ,

M

where ∇ :

M

Fp −→

Fp

j∈Z−pZ

j∈Z−pZ
−(n−1)<t<∞

L
is the map that respects the j∈Z−pZ decomposition, and on each j-summand is
defined by adding the t-components.
We now prove that also
ker ∇ ≤ im ∂ ,

(6.19)

which then immediately gives the short exact sequence in (ii).
For any fixed T > −n + 2, consider the element
M
z = (−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . ) ∈
Fp
−(n−1)<t<∞

with z−n+2 = −1, zT = 1, and all other zt = 0. In order to prove (6.19), it is
enough to show that each such z has a preimage under ∂.
Assume that T ≥ 0. Define a as in (6.12) by the following formulas:
a−n+2 = 1V 0 (1)

∈ W1 (Z(p) ) ,

0

∈ W2 (Z(p) ) ,

a−n+3 = pV (1) = Spa−n+2
..
.

..
.

a−1 = pn−3 V 0 (1) = Spa−2
0≤t≤T −1

at = p

n−2

aT = p

n−2

aT +1 = p

n−2

∈ Wn−2 (Z(p) ) ,

0

∈ Wn−1 (Z(p) ) ,

V (1) = Spa−1
0

n−2

(1)

∈ Wn−1 (Z(p) ) ,

0

n−3

(1) = SF aT

∈ Wn−1 (Z(p) ) ,

V (1) − 1V
V (1) − pV

..
.

..
.

aT +n−3 = pn−2 V 0 (1) − pn−3 V 1 (1) = SF aT +n−4 ∈ Wn−1 (Z(p) ) ,
T +n−2≤t

∈ Wn−1 (Z(p) ) .

at = 0 = SF aT +n−3

Using (6.13) we see that a ∈ ker(F − R), and (6.18) then shows that ∂a = z. The
case T < 0 is handled analogously. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.6.

Example 6.20. If π0 A ∼
= Q then torsp Q = 0 = Q/p Q and so both dotted maps
labeled R in (6.11) are isomorphisms. If π0 A ∼
= Fp then torsp Fp = Fp = Fp /p Fp
and the map λ in (6.11) is the zero map. Moreover, from the explicit formulas
above one easily sees that


n
n−1
n
n−1
ker F − R : Wh TR
(C) −→ Wh TR
(C) = ker R : Wh TR
(C) −→ Wh TR
(C)
0
0
0
0
∼ Fp . This implies that R restricts to the zero map on ker(F − R), the
when π0 A =
connecting map ∂ in (6.11) is an isomorphism, and so also
n

TC
R : Wh TC
−1 (C) −→ Wh −1

n−1

(C)
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is an isomorphism. These observations show that Lemma 6.23 below does not apply
when π0 A is isomorphic to Q or Fp , and therefore in these cases our arguments do
not produce counterexamples to surjectivity.
We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Assume that G is either finitely generated free abelian or
torsion-free hyperbolic, but not cyclic (and so VCyc = Cyc). Consider the following
commutative diagram.
(6.21)
asbl

EG(Cyc)+ ∧ WhTC

WhTC (G)

OrG

Á

À
n

n

asbl

EG(Cyc)+ ∧ holim WhTC

holim WhTC (G)

OrG n∈N

n∈N

Â
t

holim(asbl)



n
holim EG(Cyc)+ ∧ WhTC
n∈N

OrG

Lemma 6.5 implies that the map À is a π∗ -isomorphism, and that the same is true
for Á under the assumptions on G. By Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 1.4, the map Â is
a π∗ -isomorphism, too.
Recall the following two well-known facts. First, given any sequence of spectra
· · · −→ Tn+1 −→ Tn −→ · · · −→ T2 −→ T1 , for each q ∈ Z there is a natural
short exact sequence
0 −→ lim1 πq+1 Tn −→ πq holim Tn −→ lim πq Tn −→ 0 ;
n∈N

n∈N

n∈N

e.g., see [BK72, Theorem IX.3.1, page 254]. Second, if T : Groupoids −→ NSp is
a functor such that πq T(C) = 0 for each q < ` and each C ∈ F, then there is a
natural isomorphism


π` EG(F)+ ∧ T ∼
=
OrG

colim
C∈obj OrG(F )

π` T(C) ;

e.g., see [RV17, Proof of Proposition 18, Á to Ä, page 11]. These assumptions
n
n
are satisfied for T = WhTR , WhTR with ` = 0, and for T = WhTC , WhTC
with ` = −1, with respect to any family F.
Now choose a complete set of representatives M of the conjugacy classes of
maximal cyclic subgroups of G. The assumptions on G imply that any nontrivial
cyclic subgroup is subconjugate to a unique C ∈ M, that for each C ∈ M the
quotient NG C/ZG C is trivial, and that M is infinite. This is obvious if G is free
abelian of rank at least 2; for hyperbolic groups, see Lemma 5.3. Moreover, if C = 1
then Wh TC
q (1) = 0. So we get an isomorphism
colim
C∈obj OrG(Cyc)

∼
Wh TC
q (C) =

M
C∈M

Wh TC
q (C) .
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Putting these facts together with diagram (6.21), we obtain the following commutative diagram with exact columns.
0
M
C∈M

0
n

n

(C)
lim1Wh TC
0

(G)
lim1 Wh TC
0

n∈N

n∈N
TC

π−1 asblWh

M

(6.22)

Wh TC
−1 (C)
C∈M
M
C∈M


Wh TC
−1 (G)

Ã

n

lim Wh TC
−1 (C)

n∈N

lim

Ä

n∈N

M

n

Wh TC
−1 (C)

C∈M

0

0

By Lemma 6.4, we need to show that Ã is not surjective. It is clearly enough to
show that Ä is not surjective.
n
TC n−1
Theorem 6.6(ii) states that the maps R : Wh TC
(C) are sur−1 (C) −→ Wh −1
jective but not injective. This implies that Ä is not surjective by Lemma 6.23
below, whose verification is an easy exercise, thus finishing the proof for TC .
For TR we proceed in the same way and obtain a diagram analogous to (6.22)
n
n
n
n
with Wh TR
instead of Wh TC
and Wh TR
instead of Wh TC
. We then invoke
0
−1
1
0
Theorem 6.6(i) (which is much easier to prove than 6.6(ii)) to finish the proof. 
Lemma 6.23. Let
(6.24)

· · · −→ A3 −→ A2 −→ A1 −→ A0

be a sequence of abelian groups, and consider the direct sum of countably infinitely
many copies of (6.24). If each map An −→ An−1 is surjective but not injective,
then the natural map
∞
M

lim An −→ lim

n∈N

n∈N

∞
M

An

is not surjective.



Remark 6.25. The proof given above that π0 (asblTR ) is not surjective works
for any connective+ symmetric ring spectrum A whose homotopy groups are Z(p) modules and π0 A 6= 0 (under the stated assumptions on the group G, of course).
The proof that π−1 (asblTC ) is not surjective works if moreover π0 A ∼
= Z(p) , or more
generally if π0 A is a nontrivial free Z(p) -module.
Moreover, we use the assumptions on G only to ensure that:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

there exists a compact BG (and hence G is torsionfree and VCyc = Cyc);
condition (M{1}⊂Cyc ) holds (see Definition 5.2);
for each maximal cyclic subgroup C ≤ G we have NG C/ZG C = 1;
there are infinitely many conjugacy classes of maximal cyclic subgroups.

These four conditions on G are the only ones needed in the proof.
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7. Example of an explicit computation
In this section we prove Proposition 1.3, as well as a variant of it (Proposition 7.8)
that holds for odd primes p. Proposition 1.3 is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.2
and Proposition 7.2 below. We begin by fixing some notation.
We choose a cyclic subgroup of Σ3 of order 2 and denote it C2 , and we write C3
for A3 . We let i : C2 −→ Σ3 and p : Σ3 −→ Σ3 /C3 be the inclusion and the
projection homomorphisms. The composition
p

i

C2 −→ Σ3 −→ Σ3 /C3
is an isomorphism, and we define q = (pi)−1 p : Σ3 −→ C2 . There is a natural
transformation from induction along i to restriction along q:
TopC2
i∗

τ

⇒

q

i∗ X = Σ3 × X

τX

q∗ X ,

C2

∗

[g, x]

Σ3

q(g)x .

Top

Let pr : EC2 −→ pt be the projection.
Lemma 7.1. There exists a Σ3 -equivariant homotopy cocartesian square
i∗ EC2

τEC2

q ∗ EC2

i∗ pr

i∗ pt

EΣ3 (Cyc) .

Proof. Let X be the Σ3 -homotopy pushout of i∗ pr and τEC2 . It suffices to show
that X, X C2 , and X C3 are contractible, and that X Σ3 is empty. Since i∗ pr is a nonequivariant homotopy equivalence and q ∗ EC2 is contractible, X is also contractible.
The conditions on the fixed points are verified as follows.

 pt ←− ∅ −→ ∅
if H = C2 ;


H 

∗

i∗ pt ←− i∗ EC2 −→ q EC2
=
∅ ←− ∅ −→ EC2 if H = C3 ;



 ∅ ←− ∅ −→ ∅
if H = Σ .
3

Proposition 7.2. Let T : Groupoids −→ NSp be a functor that preserves equivalences. Then there is a π∗ -isomorphism
'
e 3 )hC −→
T(C2 ) ∨ T(C
EΣ3 (Cyc)+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −) ,
2
OrΣ3

e
where C2 acts on C3 by sending the generator to its inverse, and T(G)
is the
homotopy cofiber of the map T(1) −→ T(G) induced by the inclusion.
Proof. Lemma 7.1 yields the following homotopy cartesian diagram.
i∗ EC2+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)
OrΣ3

(7.3)

τEC2 ∧id

q ∗ EC2 + ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)
OrΣ3

i∗ pr∧id

i∗ pt+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)
OrΣ3

EΣ3 (Cyc)+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)
OrΣ3
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The bottom left-hand corner is isomorphic to T(C2 ). We now identify the top
horizontal map.
For any C2 -space X we have the following diagram.
X+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ i −)

id ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ ς)

OrC2

(7.4)

X+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ q  −)
OrC2

∼
=

∼
=

i∗ X + ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)
OrΣ3

q ∗ X + ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)

τX ∧id

OrΣ3

The vertical isomorphisms come from applying [LRRV17, Fact 13.5(i), pages 994–
995] to
C2 /H

ν

i

i

Σ3 /H

TopC2

OrC2

C2 /H
q

i∗

TopΣ3

OrΣ3

and

TopC2

OrC2
υ

q

Σ3 /q −1 (H)

q∗

TopΣ3

OrΣ3

T(Σ3 ∫ −)

T(Σ3 ∫ −)

NSp

NSp

where ν and υ are the obvious natural isomorphisms. The natural transformation
τ : i∗ ⇒ q ∗ induces a compatible natural transformation ς : i ⇒ q  , and therefore
it follows that (7.4) commutes. Finally, if F : OrC2 −→ NSp is any functor, then
there are natural isomorphisms
(7.5)

EC2+ ∧ F ∼
= EC2+
OrC2

∧
OrC2 (1)

F|OrC2 (1) ∼
= F(C2 /1)hC2 .

Combining (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5), we get the following homotopy cartesian square.
T(Σ3 ∫ i (C2 /1))hC2

T(Σ3 ∫ ς)hC2

T(Σ3 ∫ q  (C2 /1))hC2

(7.6)
T(C2 ) ' i∗ pt+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)

EΣ3 (Cyc)+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)

OrΣ3

OrΣ3

The diagram of groupoids
Σ3 ∫ i (C2 /1) = Σ3 ∫ (Σ3 /1)

Σ3 ∫ ς

Σ3 ∫ (Σ3 /C3 ) = Σ3 ∫ q  (C2 /1)
σ

1

incl

C3

g

xC3 −→ gxC3
σ

s(gxC3 )−1 gs(xC3 )

commutes, where s = i(pi)−1 : Σ3 /C3 −→ Σ3 . The group C2 acts on C2 /1 by
right multiplication, and on C3 by conjugation. With respect to these actions,
the diagram of groupoids above is C2 -equivariant, and the vertical maps are nonequivariant equivalences. Since T preserves equivalences, we obtain from (7.6) a
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homotopy cartesian square
T(incl)hC2

T(1)hC2

T(C3 )hC2

EΣ3 (Cyc)+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)

T(C2 )

OrΣ3

whose top horizontal map is evidently split by the projection C3 −→ 1. Since
homotopy orbits commute with homotopy cofibers, the proof of Proposition 7.2 is
then completed by applying Lemma 7.7 below.

Lemma 7.7. Assume that the commutative square of spectra
α

W

X

Y

Z

is homotopy cartesian and that α is split injective, i.e., there exists a β : X −→ W0
such that βα is a π∗ -isomorphism. Then there is a π∗ -isomorphism
'

Y ∨ hocofib(α) −→ Z .
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram.
id

W

βα

W

W0
β

α

X

pt

pt

Y

Z

The front and the back squares are homotopy cartesian. By taking homotopy
fibers of the diagonal maps, and using the π∗ -isomorphism hofib(β) ' hocofib(α),
the result follows.

We conclude with a variant of Proposition 1.3 that holds only for odd primes p.
First notice that, by the natural induction π∗ -isomorphisms
'

X+ ∧ T(C2 ∫ −) −→ i∗ X+ ∧ T(Σ3 ∫ −)
OrC2

OrΣ3

(compare [LRRV17, Theorem 12.2, page 988]), the left vertical map in (7.3) is
π∗ -isomorphic to the classical assembly map for T
pr∧id

BC2+ ∧ T(1) ∼
= EC2+ ∧ T(C2 ∫ −) −−−→ pt+ ∧ T(C2 ∫ −) ∼
= T(C2 ) .
OrC2

OrC2

If p 6= 2 then the trivial family for C2 is p-radicable, and therefore the classical assembly map for TC(A[C2 ]; p) is split injective by Technical Theorem 1.8(i). Therefore, in this case, we may equally well apply Lemma 7.7 to the left-hand vertical
map in (7.3), instead of to the top horizontal map as in the proof of Proposition 7.2.
This proves the following result.
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Proposition 7.8. If p is an odd prime, then there is a π∗ -isomorphism
'

WhTC (C2 ) ∨ TC(A[C3 ]; p)hC2 −→ TC(A[Σ3 ]; p) ,
where WhTC (C2 ) is the homotopy cofiber of the classical assembly map
BC2+ ∧ TC(A; p) −→ TC(A[C2 ]; p) .
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